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Abstract

An algorithm for the constant�time solution of systems of geometric constraint equations is

presented in this work� Constraint equations and their Jacobians may be used in conjunction

with other numerical methods to solve for a variety of kinematics� dynamics� and assembly

optimization problems� The use of constraint equations for these purpose is an under�utilized

method in this area� The use of quaternions for coordinates in these constraint equations is

shown to be a key choice in the optimization problem for avoiding local minima�

� Introduction

The use of the constraint style of programming for the solution of kinematics� dynamics and auto	

matic interactive re	assembly problems is a versatile and extensible framework in which to operate

in� These equations express geometric relationships between bodies� such as the requirement that

two joints stay together�

We will denote our coordinates for these geometric constraints with q� our augmented Cartesian

generalized coordinates� An alternative is to use joint	space �i�e� joint angle coordinates� but such

reduced coordinates limit our expressivity of the constraint equations and prohibit non	holonomic

and other irregular constraints from being formulated ����
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The kinematic constraint equation� is expressed in general as a function of the coordinates�

higher derivatives of the coordinates� and of time�

C�q�t � �

An example is the spherical joint constraint equation �which is not time dependent�

Ri �Ai�qui �Rj �Aj�quj � �

which says that the endpoints of the links of each half of the spherical joint must meet� R

is translation� u is the link length vector in body coordinates� and A is orientation� R and A

are in the world� or absolute� frame� The generalized coordinates for �D are thus � components

of position �R and � components of orientation �A� the ZXZ Euler angles� A black box can be

used to compute all joint constraint Jacobians� which we have found to be a particularly useful

characteristic for modular� maintainable software development�

� Background

To solve for kinematics and assembly optimization problems� we need the Jacobian of the constraint

equation� that is� the partial derivative of the constraint equation with respect to the generalized

coordinates� The constraint Jacobian is denoted as Cq�

For the dynamics problem� we take � time derivatives of the constraint equation as in ��� so

that we can use it in conjunction with the equation of motion in the next section�

Cq�q � �Ctt �Cqq �q �q � �Cqt �q
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Two derivatives of the constraint equation can be used in conjunction with the equations of

motion to allow a dynamics solution ���� Various dynamics formulations such as the Lagrange or

Newton	Euler equations �see Eq� � can be augmented with the term CT
q � to allow for the joint

constraint force� This is known as the Lagrange multiplier technique ����

Mi�qi �C
T
q � � Qe � Qv ��

where Qe is the external applied �gravity or push forces� and Qv wraps inertial forces and

terms quadratic in velocity corresponding to h�q� �q from the original equation of motion� Bara�

uses Fext to represent Qe �Qv � CT
q � is the joint constraint force� These equations are coupled to

a system that has joint constraint and external forces�

��� solves the constraint equation and motion equation simultaneously as a system for �q and ��

while ��� �nds that there is an always sparse solution to obtaining the Lagrange multipliers �rst�

The by	product of Lagrange multipliers are used in this paper for joint reaction force in haptics

operator interaction�

� Assembly Optimization

Automatic assembly and interactive re	assembly optimization for �nding mechanical con�gurations

satisfying joint constraints C�q � �� that is by Newton�s optimization method�

Cq�q � �C�q ��

is very useful in assembly analysis or for simply eliminating the need to piece together assemblies

by hand� The solution with a stable� always converging solution given by Eqn��� used as an initial

guess �nder for the quadratic converging solution� Eqn� ��

�q � kCT
q ��C�q ��
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�q � C��q ��C�q ��

The evaluation of C��q makes use of a pseudo	inverse�

This paper makes use of the change in rotation of a vector with respect to the change in the

coordinates de�ning that rotation� ��� derives such a term �A�q�����v
�q����

for a set of Euler angles� which

works �ne for dynamics analysis� Optimization problems with local minima arise with a set of

Euler angles in most con�gurations�

To circumvent local minima problems� a quaternion �	tuple will be used to represent orientation�

Slanting q � q� � q will denote the quaternion� Methods of obtaining the term ��qvq��
�q

in Cq are

obtained using quaternion di�erentiation�

Modes of a mechanism that cause frequent local minima with the Euler angle representation are

avoided with the use of quaternions� Optimization of the constraint equations of a mechanism by

gradient descent is essentially linearly interpolating between position and quaternion orientations�

Linear quaternion interpolation and the more accurate �slerping� ���� provide smooth� physi	

cally based interpolation of the intermediate mechanism orientation� Quaternions make use of the

fact that getting from one orientation to another can be done by rotating around a constant vector�

This has physical basis� which can also be seen in the angular velocity �� relation with quaternion

rates�

�q � q � ��� �

The gradient used in descending towards a more optimal orientation does not therefore become

stuck in modes that may occur due to strange orientations from the use of Euler angles�

Pursuing the physical basis further� we may think of Eqn � as a kind of spring� When one uses
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Lagrange multipliers to enforce constraints� multipliers � give rise to a force in con�guration space

of JT��

If we think of springs trying to enforce the constraints� and make the spring force be proportional

to error� we would have in general

spring � force � �kJTC ��

The maximum step size during iteration over �q can be determined using Lyapunov functions

as in ���� A choice of k���� in practice is found experimentally to be a high yet stable value across

all mechanisms� This size is a limit on how fast the assembly will converge to satisfaction� Because

there is no direct dependence on the size of the mechanism and k� the constant time algorithm in

the next section holds�

The physically based explanation may now be used to see the advantage of quaternion con�g	

uration representation� Springs can be constructed to apply torque in con�guration space� The

torque would move a vector about a single axis� just like quaternion linear or slerping interpolation�

No similar physically based torque for a change in Euler angles would hold�

��� Massively Parallel Optimization

Eqn� � is a sparse matrix multiplied by a column vector� The locations of the dense areas in the

sparse matrix are known and generated from the constraint relation between bodies� Each element

in �q may be evaluated on a separate processor by sending each row of CT
q and a copy of C to

a di�erent place� Since each processor has at most � or � non	zero areas in CT
q � only � or � areas

of multiplication need to occur between CT
q and C in practice because bodies have at most � or �

joints with which to connect to others� The interdependence of data is not a problem� data is simply

copied or farmed out to each processor and independent results collected on a host processor� The
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algorithm therefore has the valuable property in that it will run in constant time given enough

processors�

The algorithm can be summarized in the following pseudocode�

Pick initial q� send to processors ���n� n�� bodies�

Iterate until ��C���small epsilon�

for i����n� compute constraint Jacobians for all joints of body i�

for i����n�

for i�j�����k where k���� for practical mechanisms

On processor i� multiply transpose of constraint j for body i

by elements of C that are affected by body i�

Add result of multiplications into shared memory vector q�

� Constraint Jacobians for Assemblies with Operator�in�the�Loop

Operator interaction with virtual mechanical assemblies is key to the analysis of the kinematic and

inertial characteristics of mechanical assemblies within a virtual prototyping environment� The

operator grasps or pushes a place on the mechanism to determine kinematic range and feel inertial

e�ects�

One method is to pose the problem as a robotics calibration optimization problem as in ����

whereby the con�guration of the mechanism that minimizes the distance between the grasped point

and the operator�s hand is optimized using dense manipulator Jacobians� The resulting distance

causes a constraint wrench to push the operator back to a reachable point on the mechanism� In

addition� the operator�s movements cause acceleration of the mechanism that cause inertial force

that are solved for in a typical inverse dynamics problem� This inertial force is the dynamics wrench�






which is also rendered to the operator� However� the technique is not scalable as O�N�
bodies cost is

required to perform an inverse of a dense manipulator Jacobian�

Another method that makes use of O�N forward dynamics is is the use of a spring contact

model between the mechanism and the operator� The distance between the hand and the designated

grasped point on the virtual mechanism will cause the spring to push on the virtual mechanism�

The force applied to the mechanism will be the same force returned to the operator� However� in

practice� there is a limit to the amount of spring sti�ness due to integration stability and servo

rate� An attractive option is to model the operator�s hand as a joint contact� and look at joint

constraint force� which is presented here�

One of the results of the Hamiltonian� Lagrangian� and other dynamics formulations is that

with the use of Lagrange multipliers� the term CT
q � in the equation of motion is the total force of

constraint which keeps joints attached in a mechanical assembly�

An easy method of presenting dynamic forces to an operator who has grasped a part of the

mechanical assembly� possibly with more than one hand� is to make use of the joint constraint force

CT
q �� The operator�s hand can be modeled as a �spherical joint� or ground joint with either � or �

degrees of freedom constrained� The force of constraint for that ground equation can be re�ected

to the operator so that dynamics e�ects of the mechanism will be felt� In this way� the forward

dynamics equations can be used to return force to the operator as a by	product of computing the

Lagrange multipliers and constraint Jacobians�

� Results

The constraint optimization techniques have been developed within a prototypical Matlab environ	

ment and are being incorporated into Utah�s Alpha � modeling environment� Local minima are

not a problem when quaternions are used to represent orientation� It is notable that the constraint
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equations and constraint Jacobians are used both for optimization and dynamics� due to the mod	

ularity inherent in the constraints as separate boxes� On a � processor R����� SGI Octane� the

speedup for the optimization re	assembly is very nearly a factor of two� When the operator is a

part of the assembly optimization through a grounded �nger� a single iteration is assumed su�cient

for the interactive re	assembly� and an update of ��kHz is achieved for small examples with simple

joints�

Figure �� Steps of auto	assembly during optimization for a mechanism with bendy� �� degree pieces

and � ground constraints�

Data in the comparison between spring and constraint Jacobian methods of operator prescribed

motion of virtual mechanical assemblies is being collected at this time and is a subject of future

work�

� Conclusion

The approach advocated in this paper for constraint satisfaction� inverse kinematics� and similar

assembly problems is the use of constraint equations and their Jacobian� along with optimization�

to solve a large class of three dimensional problems� The advantage of this approach is a tiny

implementation� re	use of constraints for dynamics� computation expense linear in the number of

constraint equations� and massively parallelizable for constant asymptotic running time�

The technique of constraint Jacobians for use in optimization� dynamics� and kinematics has
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been shown to be an e�ective tool in mechanical analysis and design� Constraint Jacobians have

also been shown to be useful for haptics force feedback�
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